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Basics sounds great.

HIGHLIGHTS
� Small ear-bud headphones featuring AKG’s award-winning signature sound.

� Attractive, ultra lightweight design, available in three cool colors
 (white, teal, brown).

� Portability-friendly: ideal sound companion for any portable device.

� Maximized fit.

Leave it to AKG to deliver on signature sound in an ear-bud headphone – offering 
the best of all worlds for the on-the-go professional.

AKG’s lineup of in-ear headphones offers the listener audio quality in an extremely 
lightweight, ear-bud style. The AKG Y10 is far from typical in the ear-bud category. 
They adhere to the same high standards of AKG engineering excellence in every 
way. They might be small and lightweight – yet they’re constructed to meet the 
same AKG standards for sound quality, comfort, versatility and functionality. Small 
yet responsive, the AKG Y10’s are the perfect sound solution for today’s on-the-go 
lifestyle. When it comes to AKG, sound quality rules. 



Y10
STEREO EAR-BUD

  SPECIFICATIONS
Type : Open-ear, ear-bud headphones with AKG
  signature sound 

System : Dynamic 

Design : Semi-open headphones

Color : White, teal and brown

Frequency range : 17Hz to 20kHz

Sensitivity : 107dB SPL/V

Input impedance : 16 Ohms

Max. input power : 10mW

Net weight (without cable) : 5g

Cable : 99.99% Oxygen-free cable, 1m

Main connection : Jack plug 3.5mm

FEATURES AT A GLANCE
� Ear-bud headphones featuring AKG’s award-winning, signature sound.

It’s hard to believe that AKG could deliver this quality of sound and connectivity 
in such a small model. But what else would you expect from AKG?

� Attractive design available in three cool colors (white, teal, brown).
Cool is as cool does, and the AKG Y10’s can be matched to your preferred look or 
stand out to make the ultimate statement – one that’s worth listening to. Just 
because these ear-buds work so hard doesn’t mean they can’t look good too.

� Portability-friendly: Ideal sound companion for your portable device.
No matter how you travel or which portable device you bring along as company, 
the AKG Y10’s transform mere listening into total pleasure for the on-the-go 
lifestyle.

� Maximized fit.
When it comes to comfort, fit is king and these ear-buds are supplied with 
snug-fitting, foam ear sleeves for the ultimate in fit ‘n’ finish.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
� 1 pair of AKG ear-bud headphones


